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Abstract
In this essay I pursue the idea about what “decolonizing art institutions” can mean
and draw on some examples coming from São Paulo, where I am from. Taking the
discussions about institutional critique as starting point, this essay points out how
we can learn from artistic practices in order to think about power relations and
mechanisms of cultural institutional operation. Thinking that the institution itself, as
apparatus, already translates Eurocentric epistemologies, it also seeks to present new
brings the concepts of “communing” and “permeability” into the practice and structure
modus operandi and provokes: how we can incorporate themes
and topics from critical artistic perspective to propose new ways of acting and feeling
inside institutional practice?
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Embrace of the Serpent (GUERRA 2015), follows shaman
Karamakate, accompanied by American ethnobotanist Evan, on his
journey through the Amazonian rainforest in search of the yakruna, the
sacred plant. Karamakate is the guardian of the practices and the ancesChullachaqui, an oblivion state.
While scientists rely upon diaries, cameras and maps as forms of record
and memory, the shaman shows how through dreams, visions and the
journey itself, important revelations allow other ways of knowing, perceiving and understanding existence. By the end of the journey, Kara-

way to experience the world. If we consider that, as Boaventura Santos
states, “this denial of diversity is a constitutive and persistent feature of
colonialism. While the political dimension of colonial intervention has
1
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been widely criticized, the burden of the colonial epistemic monoculture
is still accepted nowadays as a symbol of development and modernity”
(NUNES/MENESES 2007: xxxiiia), how can we, in cultural institutions,
embrace new forms of thinking, feeling and relating in our daily practice? How can our relationship to the artist and the artistic work be a
channel for rethinking the cultural institution and our role in its operation?
At the same time, taking again the encounter between the ethnologist
perspective (since the several encounters between anthropologists and
indigenous did not avoid the decimation of the indigenous population
in the real world): What responsabilities do we have – being in charge

taken as object and instead of exhibiting, we hire them as curators, in
the administrative sector, as head of educational programs, for example? What role do we play as part of the institutional machine? In other
words: how can we decolonize institutions?
It may seem a rethorical question, but in fact, it is a very tricky one:
although decolonizing has been a word that is used currently in institutional discourse, the impression may be that although much has been
discussed, too little has been done: restitution of objects is still a polemic and uncomfortable issue for governments and museums2 in Europe,
private and state funding for culture is incomparable between the global
South and North, and the high positions in institutions are still occupied by white, middle-aged men.3 As Andrea Fraser stated: “Nearly forty
(FRASER 2005) Discussing racism, feminism and diversity as a matter
of institutional discourse is not enough not to deal with these issues in
practical ways. How can concepts that we tackle theoretically be applied
to the actual practicing?
2
3

French president Emmanuel Macron on Nov 23, 2018 see SARR and
(2019).
A report published in 2016 analysing gender inequalities in the cultural sector in Europe
stated nor surprisingly that “unequal access to decision-making roles in cultural profes-

Gender-Inequalities-in-the-Cultural-Sector.pdf> [7.4.2019].
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Using words like “unlearn” (HEISER 2017) and decolonize (and
hereby I problematize my own vocabulary) is hence a probable proof of
a desire for a paradigm shift. But are we truly ready to bear the results
of what we are pretending to be asking for? Are we ready to work in a
terms, what does the “decolonizing cultural institutions” actually entail?
From my own perspective as a white, European descendant (with a
European passport, but still beeing a South American woman who migrated to Germany), things will only change when people – other than
middle-aged-white-European-men – occupy decision-making positions
tiatives undertaken by cultural institutions located in São Paulo – where
I come from – which raise questions regarding the relationship between
try to emphasize the intricated and complex operations that involve the
relationship between artists and the institutions, the asymmetries that
compose this relationship and how features such as communing and
permeability can open new possibilities with regard to this relation.4

tional critique”5 – represented by artist such as Michael Asher, Daniel
Buren, Hans Haacke and Marcel Broodthaers – already based their artistic work on critiques of the institutions, mainly concentrating their
to break out of the rigid institutional frameworks. However, these artists did not call what they were doing institutional critique. This concept
4
the South , led by the Goethe-Institut São Paulo from 2015 to 2017. The thoughts
outlined here come from an experience of cultural management of the project, from
the impasses encountered daily. I would like to thank the reviewers of the article – that
brought my attention for a necessity for a more critical point of view towards the limits
of the institution and for their precise comments. Besides them, I would like to thanks:
Katharina von Ruckteschell-Katte and Isabel Hölzl (Goethe-Institut), Nora Sternfeld
5

In regard of a short overview of the concept of “institutional critique” see SHEIK
(2006).
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emerged just after a second wave, and included artists such as Renee
Green, Christian Philipp Müller, Fred Wilson and Andrea Fraser. The
second generation went beyond the economic and political discourse of
the previous artists and added elements of forms and modes of subjectivity to their discourse (RAUNIG 2009).
It is also important to point out that even though “institutional critique” itself became an institution, over the last almost 60 years it has
not remained imutable. On the contrary, it has been relating to its time
and raising questions not only within the artistic domain, but also in
most representative names in the context of institutional critique in the
1990ies, highlighted in an interview the importance of feminism
to open (or reopen) art not only to sexual politics, but also to symbolism, narraprovided the model for my early museum tours (...) and while I found models for
social and archival research in Conceptual Art, it was in the feminism that I found
the model for introspective research: research into one own´s experiences, desires,
fantasies. (CHU 2016)

Another example of how the institution of institutional critique has
changed is observable in the dynamic relationship between artists, their
ing a distance from the institution was possible, the second considered
their involvement in the institution inevitable (RAUNIG 2009: 9).
Thinking that these waves were also related in an organic way with

bring queries to the present days and also to propose a certain update. In
a so-called “third wave” of institutional criticism: what points would we
have to pay attention to? How it would relate to the matters of our time?
To conceive a model for the construction of future institutions, I propose some thoughts on the positions institutions can occupy in the world
in which we are living.
As Pascal Gielen states, in this networked society – based on information, communication and mobility –, art institutions – which are
based on hierarchies, traditions, elites and canons – are having a hard
time surviving (
2013). In other words, the institution, which
conceptually represents features such as “stability” and “certainty” is
having trouble maintaining its position as a site of exchange and knowledge production among the artistic class.
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With regard to this tension between artists and the institution nowartists, the so-called withdraw which argues that institutions of the art
world would have become an ally of the capitalism and they no longer
can provide a site for critical artistic practices.
All institutions are perceived as monolithic representatives of the forces to be destroyed and every attempt to transform them is dismissed as reformist illusion. The
outside the existing institutional framework. (MOUFFE 2013: 66)

The philosopher, however, disagrees with this perspective:
To believe that existing institutions cannot become the terrain of contestation is to
possibility for acting to subverting their form of articulation. (MOUFFE 2013: 66)

times I feel that we, as cultural practitioners, are trapped in our own
self-referenced world).
sedimented hegemonic practices. (MOUFFE 2013: 67)

The counter-hegemonic reading of institutions brings us back to Foucault`s text What is critique?, in which he considers a shift from a fundamental negation of government toward a maneuver to avoid this kind
of dualism: from not to be governed at all to not to be governed like
that (
1997). And like that in the context of the theoretical
approach this essay presents is: reproducing hegemony to assure a fake
stability, based – as we seen thanks to the post-colonial studies6 – on a
violence constructed on the basis of privilege and otherness. Thinking
mind, the question shifts: it is not about the existence of the institution
and a blind negation of its importance but rather about how institutions
Sønke Gau suggests a more humanist approach:
ternalized in the competencies, conceptual models, and modes of perception that
allow us to produce, write about, and understand art, or simply to recognize art as

6

gical theory see

(2009).
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art, whether as artists, critics, curators, art historians, dealers, collectors, or museum visitors. And above all, it exists in the interests, aspirations, and criteria of
art. (GAU 2016: 267)

In this sense, if we speak about changing structures of institutions, in fact
structures: the way

commitment to contesting and subverting the unquestioned sovereignty
of Western categories — epistemological, ethical-moral, economic, political, aesthetic, and the rest.
Andrea Fraser famously rejected the very existence of an outside for
art practitioners, remarking that the institution is “inside of us” and that
every attempt to evade it only expands its frame (FRASER 2005: 104).
The artist´s approach highlights the importance of bluring the lines that
separates the us and the them considering our beeing in the world. From
this perspective, how can we decolonize the engine room of the institutions in ourselves?

In the book The cultural politics of emotions, Sara Ahmed pursues the
idea about how emotions can attach us to the very conditions of subordination and how directing our attention to emotions allows us to address
the question of how subjects become invested in particular structures so
that their demise is felt as a kind of living death (AHMED 2013: 12f.).
The methodology used by Ahmed is composed of close readings of
texts that circulate in the public domain, which work by aligning subjects with collectives atributing others as the source of our feelings. She
dependent on past histories of association that often work through concealment. Analysing one particular excerpt, the author argues that

-

(AHMED 2005: 2)
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Demarcating the boundaries between us and others is also an inherent
feature of the emergence of exhibition practices. Taking as example the
Great Exhibition, as is commonly known as the World Fair that took
the display´s layout of the Chrystal Palace: the internal area was organized for the event, in the form of national courts or display areas, a proof
supra-national constructs of empires and races (BENNETT 2005: 103).
As we can see, concepts as exotism and notions such as progress and
civilization served as pillars for the foundations of the discourse of colonial endeavors. Those discourses were based on an assumption of a
universal development of human societies, in a linear understanding
ties into the progressive ones and the regressive, making colonial interventions almost inevitable for the purpose of elevation and civilization
(CONRAD 2011). In this context, the practice of bringing objects (and
people) from the colonies to the exhibition was an essential tool for the
construction of the colonial discourse, or, as Benett argues, “the ambition to render the whole world, as represented in assemblages of commodities” (BENNETT 2005: 106). In this context, the consolidation of the
expository practice being embodied in museums, art galleries and other
institutional apparatuses was essential for the consolidation of colonial
discourse and, consequently, for a clear establishment of the lines that
delimit the we (nation, progress) and the other (colonies, barbarism).
The development of post-colonial studies, therefore, presented a new
challenge to cultural institutions, pushing them towards a new phase of
dealing with other cultures: if it was possible to disregard this history
and curatorial practices. National historiography of the 19th century was
called into question against the background of increasingly transnational knowledge production, but also through social struggles in societies
that had long been heterogeneous.
that the “new museum” will arise from the radical rupture between the
“time of contempt”, connected to the colonial history, and the “time of
recognition”, represented by the time we are living (
2009:
68).
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However, what can still be noticed is that the gap between the discourses and the praxis in cultural institutions are still very far away
from each other. As Sternfeld argues, at the same time that the term
curating has been broadened to include the curatorial that seeks a more
critical engagement with a critical perspective on knowledge production,
it seems that these critiques have remained almost completely separate
from the actual praxis of institutional production (
2014:
15). And that´s the reality, according to the artist Jota Mombaça:
Self-proclaimed postcolonial spaces, or even decolonial and anticolonial ones, are
not exempt from reproducing coloniality as systematic. The way in which these
spaces articulate themselves, who coordinates them, who decides for them, which
power relationships, what they write, how, with what support, for what circuit: all
producing from them) mobilize – almost as a rule – a contradictory, nonnegotiable
dimension, the fruit of a racial historical wound tenaciously inscribed onto the social body, though much more poorly elaborated from the point of view of collective
feelings and emotions. (MOMBAÇA 2017)

The knowledge produced by queer, black, migrant and other social movements within post colonial studies is co-opted into the institution´s programs and is treated in very a serious way, but always remains an external discourse. As pointed out by Nana Adusei-Poku,
all claim the same form of inclusion and acknowledgement, which seems to be
a humanism, which is always in the making but never hits the production line.
(ADUSEI-POKU 2015)

The institution, dealing with the postcolonial discourse as an aesthetic
treatment of its façade, but always very cautious protecting their territories (conquered with our gold) and establishing the lines between us and
you. The institution, this secular apparatus, tries to remain blind to the
time that goes by and the changes in the world. The institution, scared
of beeing penetrated, by the other could be a virus that will destroy their
foundations. And at this point I return to Sara Ahmed and the relationship between our actions and our emotions: what is the fear of being
permeated by the other? How to keep on not disregarding and ignoring
the asymmetric power positions but, at the same time, searching for new
ways of being and living in order not to reproduce it?
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Aiming to complicate the idea between a supposed division between
the us and the others, this essay´s proposition in taking the South as
a place of practices to be considered as a new approach to decolonizing
the cultural management is not a polarized one. The South here is considered not in opposition to the North in a geopolitical sense. Altough the
comparing the two hemispheres cannot be dismissed, the idea is to conceive of the South as a concept, where institutions are more permeable to
what they can learn from their audience and – at the same time – more
more than a geopolitical category, a poetic one or, as Nikos Papastergiadis claims:
The south is not a place in the world; it is a space where people meet to imagine the
possibility of other ways of being in the world […]. It is where strangers encounter
each other and through dialogue produce some form of exchange and mutual understanding. (PAPASTERGIADIS 2012)

It must be said, however, that every time the concept of the south emer-

associated with a precarious scenario, lack of structures and resources.
An image that reproduces itself incessantly and that strengthens a Euroadis,
South is an ambivalent concept. It oscillates between a clarion call for antipodean
rebelliousness and the stigmatic expression of the cultural cringe. (PAPASTERGIADIS 2012: 27)

Those two aspects – imagination but, at the same time, an intrinsic assymetrical position concerning the role played by institutions and artists,
will be taken in consideration in the two following examples.

Casa do Povo (free translation: The People´s House) is a cultural centhe end of World War II, in 1946. Casa do Povo was erected through
munity then thought of as progressive, hailing from Eastern Europe, to
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pay homage to those who died in the Nazi concentration camps and to
create a space that would unite the wide variety of associations in the
international struggle against fascism (Casa do Povo 2019). Benjamin
Seroussi, the curator of Casa do Povo, understands that the notion of
culture should be extended from that which we nowadays commonly
know, since in its epistemological origin the word culture was linked to
the word cultivation. As time went on, it separated spaces and times into
other spheres of life . For Seroussi, the decolonization of institutions involves decolonizing the very notion of culture and inventing other institutions to reinstitute other futures.7 The expansion of the notion of
culture passes through the opening of space in the program and in the
governance model by complexifying the idea of responsabilities and hierarchies.
hours, adapting the institution schedule to the needs of each project in
order to attend to neighborhood associations as well as to unconventional artistic proposals. “We see our work as unfolding the world that is
in the work of art. In the work of art there is a world in potential and
from there we adapt the structure. Instead of thinking of a program, a
Seroussi.
The curator argues that the Deleuzian concept of becoming- is present in the cultural management of the institution: it is never considered ready and closed, but unstable, ready to erode at any moment, its
ephemeral structures can be permanently dismantled and remounted,
an eternal ever-changing ongoing process.
Besides its own program, Casa do Povo hosts as well a permanent a residence program that brings together projects that make use of the space
and participate in its daily operations. This self-managed community,
colloquially referred to as the Povo da Casa [free translation: The People
of the House], composed a series of agreements guaranteeing its involvement in the life of the institution. It is an attempt to bring together small
and mid-scale spaces, initiatives and collectives, whose fragile situation
and often silent work indicate other forms of organizing – or of disorganizing, for that matter. It includes the search for alternative funding
options, collective-oriented work, blurring borders between artist and
public, creating communities and expanding our idea of what culture is
or turns out to be. The curator compares this groups in residency with

7

Personal conversation held in January 2018 and March 2019.
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the model of associated-artists in the theaters and cultural centers in
bers are not paid by Casa do Povo.
Another idea present in the management of Casa do Povo is the
notion of the common, of commoning as co-management, acknowledging

asked about how these agreements are set and how assymetrical the relations between the groups and the institution are, Seroussi explains:
We have only have a minimum control over what the residents decide to present in
their program, but sometime we do disagree, because it does not match properly to
the Casa do Povo´s axes of work. We tried to develop a mixed model, in which we do
not lose control the control totally, but, at the same time, we decentralize decisions.

To talk about cultural management in the context of Casa do Povo,

without being precarious, how to be open without being diluted, how to
be democratic without being populist, how to strengthen the institution

Indigenous cultural production is a huge question in South America and
cultural institutions are searching for formats and processes to open up
space for art produced by indigenous groups. The increasing interest of
museums and art institutions8 in Brazil in acquiring or exhibiting indigenous art and bringing indigenous causes to be discussed as part of public programs poses problems that have aesthetic, ethical, and political
implications. The emphasis on the Western view of art, in which the act

8

Just as an example, one of the works selected for the 57th Venice Biennale was the work
Sacred Place. In it, the Brazilian artist Ernesto Neto recreates, alongside indigenous
people from the tribe Huni Kuin (Brazil), structure of a Cupixawa, a place of sociality,
political meetings and spiritual ceremonies of the Huni Kuin. More information availernesto-neto-huni-kuin/> [25.8.2018].
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ples. The mechanisms of production and dissemination of the art system, as well as its insistence on the predominance of the object, are little concerned with issues of agency and collectivity, with language and
those that the establishment is accustomed to.
As part of the project Episodes of the South, Goethe-Institut São Paulo
hosted the 2-Day meeting “Indigenous Art: Discussion on creation, production and dissemination of indigenous culture”.9 The idea was to bring
cuss the creation, production and dissemination of indigenous culture,
and to invite ten professionals from cultural institutions to follow the
discution. In this regard, since the initial invitation to representatives
of cultural institutions, emphasis was placed on Indian representatives
taking on the role of protagonists : if they accepted the invitation, their
role was one of listening to the artist´s perspectives. The artists invited

Denilson Baniwa.
between the institution and indigenous artists, in order to draw attention to common mistakes made by institutions in projects that involved
indigenous representatives dealing with indigenous art and thus reproducing the otherness principle: exoticizing the artists and the art, not
process of exhibiting, the exploitation of indigenous work paying less
than to non-indigenous artists and so on. In other words, the reproduction of the colonial modus operandi.
The institutional text presenting the encounter claimed that the purindigenous group together in order to think about possible alliances and
not be coopted in a very brutal way by the institutions; 2. To bring these
logy and the work conditions of those artists.

9

www.goethe.de/ins/br/lp/prj/eps/epd/
en16506451.htm> [9.4.2019].
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From my perspective as the cultural manager responsible for the
project´s execution, I must admit that it was pretty challenging from my
mindset and limited point of view. Catering had to be increased at the
last minute, as individual invitations among indigenous communities
often do not exist, and many of them attended with children and other
more distant family members; the many hours of uninterrupted conversation, and long periods of time sitting down, which were also tiring for
some of the indigenous representatives; a format had been foreseen with
a part of the meeting open to the public, which was then changed at the
last moment.10 The payment had to be made in cash and immediately,
considering that many of the indigenous representatives had no bank
account.
by the reviewers of this article to take a more critical approach regarding the institutional tensions of my position at that time. Therefore,
after more than a year after the end of the project, I talked to Denilson
Baniwa, who gave me a chance to review my performance as a cultural
manager towards the event and to see that – even when you think you
are doing a great job, being who I am and being part of the institutional
frame represent some structural features that inevitably lead to mistakes
and blind spots. I reproduce here our talk:
1. For which reasons do you believe that cultural institutions
have been showing a growing interest towards indigenous art?
DB: In fact I do not see it as an increasing interest. This interest
has always been there. But this interest was always reduced to
the exotic and exploratory interest, always having white people in
front of the initiatives. It is not often to see, for example, indigenous people being invited to participate in a movie script.
2. How did you feel, as an artist, in relation to the organization of the
event? Which were the mistakes and the hits under your perspective?
DB: This is a funny question because the event was totally wrong.
The execution. The idea, the concept and the invitation were
made in the right way, but when it came to the event itself, the
indigenous were put seated in a dark room and the conversation
10 Here is important to highlight: the change was made for an obvious reason that was
brought up by the indigenous participants: it was forecasted that the same number of
white participants as indigenous would talk in the event. During the encounter it turned
clear that it was a contradiction and it was decided that just indigenous participants
would talk on the stage.
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was dictated by white people, a colonizing perspective and a guardianship position. It was time for white people to hear the indigenous representatives speak, but that was not the case.
3. In your opinion, which are the limits of these kinds
of events, that seek to bring the perspective of another culture, but always inside the institutional frame?
within what they represent as institutions. They call us as an accessory, as someone present in a place to give status to the event.
And the voice is taken by specialists, PhDs in the subject and the
indigenous people are always in an accessory role. We are in 2019,
this has to end, there is no more space for this type of exotizing
soon after the end of the event, the Goethe-Institut held other
events with white people talking about indigenous and white issues that invite indigenous people as props for their production.
It seems that the event and that whole discussion was of no use.
4.
DB: The event was good because I met my native relatives and
served to expand our way of working. But at the same time it
seems that white people did not learn anything, they continued
repeating the same modus operandi that we denounced at that
learn, they have a practice that pretend to give space, but when it
comes to the concrete thing, it always end up with white people.11
The short but representative talk with Denilson Baniwa reminded me of
The Embrace of the Serpent
easy is it to forget?). The famous line by Andrea Fraser also came to my
FRASER 2005).

This essay sought to bring possible meanings about what decolonization
of the cultural institution could mean and how the South, as a poetic
sign, can bring a more imaginative approach to this political act. For this,
we return to institutional criticism as a discourse that can give us tools
11
a lot the artist for the talk.
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to understand the construction and possible deconstructions of the relations between institutions and artists and how the institution - in fact,
it is only people. That is, when we speak of decolonizing institutions, we
are talking about ourselves.
some references on the construction between us and other as one of the
pillars of colonialism. Finally, through the example of the Casa do Povo
and the "Indigenous Art: Discussion on creation, production and dissemination of indigenous culture", we see how the relationships between
institutions and artists may be less asymmetrical or assymetrical in a
more reciprocal way – but still full of contradictions, attempts and failures.
Of all the thoughts outlined here, one gets the feeling that the cultural
stability as the American traveler in The Embrace of the Serpent clings
nobotanist only advances in his journey when Evans throws away his
that generate ethnographic knowledge.12
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